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EN 343

Schutzkleidung 
Schutz gegen

Regen

3

3

Weather clothing
Weather jacket

Can be combined with the fleece jacket 

(item 8834, colour 998) to add warmth

Adjustable sleeve cuffs with  

velcro tabs

Inner repair opening for easy access 

between both fabric layers

Weather jacket
Item 8833, colour 996
Material: 100% polyester,  

210 g/m²,  
2 layer laminate, sealed seams 

+ Lined, can be combined with the fleece 
jacket (item 8834) to add warmth

+ Stand-up collar with fold away hood, 
adjustable elastic cord in hood

+ Front placket with zip + black zipper pull 
tag + snap fasteners + rain gutter

+ 2 chest pockets (bellow pockets) with 
flap and hidden snap fasteners

+ 2 side pockets with velcro flaps
+ 1 inner chest pocket with zip
+ Adjustable sleeve cuffs with velcro tabs
+ Seam with adjustable elastic cord
+ Breathable (Ret-value: 4.2 m² Pa/W)
+ > 2,000 mm water column

Care:

+ Certified in accordance with EN 343 Class 3

Sizes: XS (40/42) - 3XL (64/66),
S-L (90/94) - XL-L (114/118)

996
black/anthracite

936
black/navy blue

Colour

Item 8833Weather jacket

Stand-up collar with integrated hood, 

adjustable elastic cord in hood
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Weather clothing
Fleece jacket

Fleece jacket
Item 8834, colour 898
Material: 100% polyester,  

258 g/m²

 + Can be combined with the  
weather jacket (Item 8833)

 + Stand-up collar

 + Front zip + black zipper pull tag

 + 2 side pockets with zip

 + 2 double side inner pockets 
external pockets with zip

 + Longer back

Sizes: XS (40/42) - 3XL (64/66), 
S-L (90/94) - XL-L (114/118) Care:

Can be combined with the weather 

jacket (Item 8833, colour 996)  

to add warmth

Increased cold weather protection  

thanks to longer back

Many pockets with inner pockets on 

both sides of the fleece jacket

Stand-up collar to protect  

the entire neck region

898
anthracite

Colour

Item 8834Fleece jacket
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teamdress Stein Deutschland GmbH
Brandstücken 27
22549 Hamburg
Germany

Phone: +49 40 800905-01
Fax: +49 40 800905-21
eMail: info@teamdress.de
Web: www.teamdress.de
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